benefit from the a healthy environment, and to mention those instances of the
human rights whichrights, which have some environmental dimension.

The basics Basics of the right Right to benefit Benefit from the a
healthy Healthy environmentEnvironment
For every phenomenon to be enhanced, it must reach a level in which it is
possible to justify its existence. The Environment is also a collection of natural
phenomenon phenomena that in order to establish balance among the rival
forces in the nature, binds the life of a biological group, and has strong
theoretical foundation, which makes it impossible to be recognized without their
study of the foundations.

A: the The Human right Right of human to liveLive
The life of all the creatures on the planet earth is interwoven and there is a vast
correlation between them whichthem, which can be called the circle of life
circle;, but however, in this correlationcorrelation, the heavier side has always
been on humans, that mean the life of the other creatures is affected by human
deeds, and this effect can either bebe either harmful or beneficial.
According to the 3rd third article of the declaration of human rights “each
person has the right of life, freedom and personal security”, and also according
to the 6th sixth article of the first section of the international International treaty
Treaty of civic Civic and political Political rights Rights, “the right of life is of
natural rights of human beings, and this right is under protection by law, and no
one can be deprived from life impudently”, ”. it It can be conveyed that the right
to live is a certain right that has been identified and specified in the international
society. For this reason, the right of life can be respected only when the
conditions for it to be observed are at hand. It is obvious that the right to benefit
from the healthy life is not obtained, unless the a healthy environment is at
hand.
According to the first section of the UN conference prologue on the healthy
environment and humans, it can be deducted that the right to benefit from the a
healthy environment leads to his use of basic rights, among them, the right to
live.

